Abstract Suprathermal (87-212 keV/e) singly charged iron, Fe + , has been discovered in and near Earth's 9-30 R E equatorial magnetosphere using~21 years of Geotail STICS (suprathermal ion composition spectrometer) data. Its detection is enhanced during higher geomagnetic and solar activity levels. 
Introduction
The presence of suprathermal (~83-167 keV/e), ionospheric origin singly charged iron, Fe + , in Saturn's magnetosphere was by Christon et al. (2015) documented and established using the CHEMS "chargeenergy-mass ion spectrometer" on the Cassini spacecraft (Krimigis et al., 2004) . Using the years 2000 to 2008 from the present data set, the discovery of Fe + in the~9 × 30 R E region near Earth was reported by Christon, Hamilton, Mitchell, Plane, et al. (2014) . The~21 year, 1995 The~21 year, -060 to 2015 (year-day of year), long-term data set analyzed here are, to our knowledge, the first to reveal suprathermal Fe + and Earth's molecular ions, herein called MI + , up to~5-15 R E sunward of the bow shock apex in the upstream foreshock region. (MI + , the triad of 28-32 amu/e molecular ions, N 2 + , NO + , and O 2 + , are discussed in a companion publication.) We present observational evidence of suprathermal Fe + at~87-212 keV/e in and near Earth's magnetosphere using the STICS (suprathermal ion composition spectrometer) instrument on the Geotail spacecraft , which is functionally identical to the CHEMS instrument used at Saturn.
At Earth both ionospheric origin ions and solar wind ions have relatively easy access to Earth's magnetosphere by either escaping from an internal source, the ionosphere, or entry from an external source, the solar wind, respectively. Both ion populations mix and can subsequently escape Earth's environs after being transformed in both energy and/or charge state by particle scattering, magnetospheric processes, magnetopause reconnection, and magnetosheath turbulence. For example, low-charge-state (LCS) suprathermal ionospheric O + and N + have been observed from just upstream of the bow shock (Christon et al., 2000; Keika et al., 2004 ) up to~100 R E near L1 (Posner et al., 2002) . Ionospheric N + , O + , and MI + were observed flowing antisunward at~146 R E downtail at the time of a concurrent geomagnetic activity enhancement . On the other hand, the nominal high-charge-state (HCS) solar wind ions swC, swN, swO, and swFe (primarily Fe +7:+14 ) are often observed in the near-Earth magnetosphere (Christon, von Steiger et al., 2000) . Please note that (1) when referencing a multiply charged ion species M herein, M +a:+b , the trailing superscript textual construct +a:+b denotes the ion charge Q states +a < Q < +b and (2), for clarity, we (a) call the Sun's ions in the solar wind plasma originating at the Sun either "core solar wind ions" or solar wind "primaries," and their charge exchange products from interactions in Earth's magnetosphere solar wind "secondaries," and (b) occasionally use the prefixes "sw" and "io" to denote solar wind and ionosphere origin, respectively. Core solar wind ion energies are in the range~0.3-5 keV/amu, while the solar wind suprathermal tail extends from~8 keV/amu upward (see, e.g., Figures 1 and 2 in Mewaldt et al. (2001) and their discussion). O and N can originate in both the solar wind (at high and low charge states from core solar wind and from pickup ions, respectively) and in the ionosphere (at low charge states). In order to clarify our discussion of particles from different sources at times, as done above, we designate the highcharge-state, high-mass core solar wind ions such as C Below, we briefly review observations of solar wind, ionospheric, inner source, and other less likely higherenergy ion populations relevant to this Fe + analysis.
Suprathermal Solar Wind Ions
Suprathermal high-energy solar wind ions extend above~8 keV/amu in interplanetary space (see, e.g., Gloeckler, 2003; Gloeckler et al., 1992 , Figure 13 ; Mewaldt et al., 2001 ). Christon, Hamilton, et al. (1994) measured suprathermal tails of swC and swO primaries and secondaries at 7-9 R E energized up to~300 keV/e in Earth's nightside magnetosphere. For clarity,~10 keV/amu Fe +7 may equally be referred to as~560 keV Fe +7 or~80 keV/e Fe +7 and is in the range of Fe addressed in this study; however, we most often use the natural energy measurement of the instrument E/Q, total energy per charge, and keV/e, for convenience. Over a sufficient amount of time after entering Earth's magnetosphere, the HCS solar wind ions charge exchange predominantly to lower charge states with near-Earth particles (Christon, Hamilton, et al., 1994; Spjeldvik, 1979; Spjeldvik et al., 2002) .
Dominant HCS swFe primaries in nominal equatorial coronal hole flow, nominally with charge states Fe +7:+14 (Lepri & Zurbuchen, 2010; Lepri et al., 2001) , are commonly observed in the near-Earth magnetosphere (see Christon, Hamilton, et al. (1994) and Figure S3 in the supporting information) and have been reported and modeled in the inner magnetosphere Gloeckler & Hamilton, 1987; Spjeldvik et al., 2002) and low Earth orbit (Mazur et al., 1999) . The ratio Fe +6 /Fe +7 in the nominal core solar wind flow is found to be~0.003 to~0.005 (Heidrich-Meisner et al., 2016; Lepri et al., 2001 ), although very rare lower swFe charge states (Fe +3:+5 ) can be present . Lepri and Zurbuchen (2010) present samples of cold solar coronal mass ejections (CMEs) with Fe +4 (see also Geiss et al., 1992) ; CMEs typically contain very high charge state Fe, such as Fe +8:+24 (Lepri et al., 2001) . Notably, Gilbert et al. (2012) inspect eight infrequently observed cold CMEs containing rare embedded solar filament material (Lepri & Zurbuchen, 2010) ; Gilbert et al. (2012) , whose instrumentation could not resolve Fe +1 , report core swFe charge state distributions that extend to and can include Fe +2 (note their Figure 2b ). Further, Klecker et al., (2009) , in the first study comparing the measured Fe charge states in lower-energy core solar wind to its suprathermal tail, found that the suprathermal tails typically have higher mean ionic charge states. In a sample presented by Klecker et al. (2009) (with overall daily mean charge state distributions ranging from Q~5 to Q ≥ 20), core swFe is approximately bimodal, favoring~5 ≤ Q ≤~13 charge states, and the simultaneously measured solar wind suprathermal tails (10-100 keV/amu or 35-350 keV/e at Q = 16) are clearly dominated by a single peak at Q > 14 charge states. Klecker et al. (2009) state that "this appears to suggest a somewhat increased injection and acceleration of Fe ions with the higher charge states from the solar wind into the suprathermal ion distribution." Therefore, the instruments used in this study are likely not able to identify the core-energy solar-filament low-charge-state solar wind ions noted above. However, if solar-filament swFe charge states enter the magnetosphere and are accelerated, our instrument should be able to detect the Fe +2 ions.
Fe + derived from HCS swFe charge exchange secondaries in Earth's magnetosphere, a transformation from Q ≥ +6 down to Q = +1, should be possible given that heavy solar wind ions appear to have relatively easy entrance access to the magnetosphere and adequate time to interact repeatedly with Earth's exosphere (Christon, Hamilton, et al., 1994; Spjeldvik et al., 2002) . Conversely, at Saturn, with an even larger and stronger magnetosphere, we show below that relative to solar wind HCS heavy ions (C, O, and Mg-Si-S) which are clearly present in Saturn's magnetosphere, only a trace of solar wind Fe (swFe) primaries was possibly detected inside Saturn's magnetosphere. Consequently, no swFe charge exchange products were observed in Saturn's equatorial plasma sheet region, leading Christon et al. (2015) to conclude that Saturn's Fe + was most likely produced internally, probably from ionospheric outflow.
Outflowing Ionospheric Ions
The outflow of metal ions, Fe + , in particular, from Earth's ionosphere is a highly likely process, although it is not yet recognized or documented, likely for lack of detailed, modern heavy ion composition observations in relevant portions of Earth's thermosphere, ionosphere, and exosphere. Metal atom and ion layers are a welldocumented and understood feature of Earth's thermosphere and lower ionosphere. Incoming interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) readily produce layers of metal atoms ions in the lower ionosphere, specifically Fe and Fe +1 herein (Plane, 2012; Plane et al., 2015) . Ionospheric metal layers, observed in situ at Earth (Grebowsky & Aikin, 2002) and Mars (Grebowsky et al., 2017) are also remotely detected at some and expected at most planets in our solar system Molina-Cuberos et al., 2008) except possibly at Mercury, whose tenuous and variable atmosphere/exosphere probably lacks sufficient density and structure to support even sporadic layers in spite of its strong intrinsic dipole magnetic field. Isolated metal layers at Mars, which has patches of remanent planetary magnetic field (Andrews et al., 2015) , mimic Earth's sporadic metal E layers (Grebowsky et al., 2017) , demonstrating the ubiquity of this process. At Earth, around 80% (by mass) of the metal layer's particles originate from small interplanetary debris particles produced by sublimation of short-period Jupiter family comets, and the rest from asteroidal collisions and long-period comets and asteroids (Carrillo-Sánchez et al., 2015; Plane et al., 2015; Rubin & Grossman, 2010) . The metal atom layers are determined to have a mean residence time of~4.3 years in Earth's atmosphere before planetary deposition (Dhomse et al., 2013) . The ablation of IDPs injects a variety of metals (mainly Na, Mg, Si, K, Ca, and Fe) into Earth's upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere, giving rise to layers of metal atoms and ions typically between~80 and 110 km altitude, although recent observations of Fe atom layers at 110-155 km altitudes above Antarctica (Chu et al., 2011; Plane et al., 2015) suggest that all is not yet known about the thermosphere/ionosphere metal layers. The ion peaks are nominally found~5-10 km above the atom peaks, where the heavier Fe layers are~4 km below the other metal layers (Dawkins et al., 2016; Plane et al., 2015) . The metal ions are produced both by hyperthermal collisions with air molecules immediately following ablation and also by charge transfer between Fe and the ambient E region ions NO + and O 2 + . Low concentrations of metal ions are found at altitudes higher than the main metal ion layers and extend well above the peak O + density of the F layer at~200-300 km. The metal atom and ion layers range from dayside to nightside local times, and at latitudes from Earth's equator to poleward of the auroral regions (Chu et al., 2011; Grebowsky & Aikin, 2002; Plane et al., 2015) . Fe + was detected at altitudes of 408 to 936 km, from À14.3°to +16°geomag-netic latitude, by Hanson et al. (1972) . Kumar and Hanson (1980) find a strong positive correlation between solar activity and metal ion (Fe + and Mg + ) detection probability at low latitudes (≤35°) and high altitudes (~700-1000 km) at night, with statistically significant detection probabilities ranging from~0.1% to 0.8% (mean~0.4%). A discussion of the various ion energization mechanisms in the thermosphere/ionosphere is beyond the scope of this work, but an extended discussion of mechanisms relevant to O + and molecular ions, MI + , can be found in Peterson et al. (1994) . Of note is that the escape velocity of Fe + is less than twice the escape velocity of O 2 + .
At middle to low latitudes the Fe + ions are possibly driven upward by electrodynamic processes driven by the neutral winds (Carter & Forbes, 1999; Thayer, 1998) , combined with the fountain effect (Lockwood et al., 1985) . Sufficient energization for Fe + to escape into the magnetosphere is likely associated with the dayside cusp and/or nightside auroral regions at high latitudes where strong upflow of ions to altitudes far above the ionospheric metal layers would be related to local electrodynamics, wave activity, and associated geomagnetic disturbance. Most low-/middle-latitude metal ions may never reach the cusp and auroral regions but those that do will participate in the extant processes. To our knowledge there is presently no envisioned single escape process that can transport the thermal metal layer ion component from low altitudes into the magnetosphere while energizing them to tens of keV. Most scenarios incorporate a multistep procedure, even for O + , much less MI velocity distribution at numerous altitudes is lacking. Metal layers at other planets are formed by the same universal processes (Benna et al., 2015; Grebowsky & Aikin, 2008; ).
Inner Source Pickup Ions
The currently most consistent explanation of inner source pickup ions involves solar wind interaction with IDPs that fall toward the Sun; just as IDPs fall toward Earth and into its atmosphere, IPDs are drawn toward the Sun and ablate in the process (see Berger et al., 2015; Wimmer-Schweingruber & Bochsler, 2003) . Dust grains are a product of the near-Sun-ablated IDPs. Solar wind ions can pass through those grains with a thickness comparable to the solar wind ion penetration depth; that is, just as ions pass through our instruments' carbon foil) and lose all or most of their initial charge, those interacting solar wind ions exit the dust nanograins with Q = 0 or ±1 (Allegrini et al., 2005; Berger et al., 2015; Mann & Czechowski, 2005; Taut et al., 2015; Wimmer-Schweingruber & Bochsler, 2003) . The now low-charge-state solar wind ions are picked-up by the solar wind, escaping the Sun with the solar wind. These ions form a unique low-energy ion population in the heliosphere known as the inner source pickup ions (ISPUI). The above source description explains much of the elemental composition similarities of core solar wind ions and ISPUI, allows for extant composition differences, and provides mechanisms for converting core HCS solar wind ions into singly charged cooler pickup ions. ISPUI are observed at high and low latitudes throughout the heliocentric distance range traveled by the Ulysses spacecraft, 1.35-5.4 AU, in slow and fast solar wind (Gloeckler et al., 2010; Gloeckler & Geiss, 1998 ) and various molecular ion species (Gloeckler & Geiss, 2001; Gloeckler, Fisk, Geiss et al., 2000; Gloeckler et al., 2010; Geiss et al., 1995; Taut et al., 2015) , with puC + and puO + being the primary heavy ion components with comparable intensities (to within~50% depending on the sample; see Gloeckler, Fisk, Geiss, et al. (2000 and Table S10 in the supporting information). Gloeckler et al. (2010) analyze~6.2 years of Ulysses ISPUI 10 ≤ M/Q ≤ 57 amu/e ion data. As a result of poor statistics above M/Q~25 amu/e, all ion species are not identified in their Figure 4 and Table 1 ; six peaks are fit with curves but unlabeled. The highest-M/Q-labeled peak is SO + at~49 amu/e (molecular ions in this type of instrument typically register a slightly higher M/Q than the intended species' M/Q) (see e.g., Christon et al., 2013) . A distinct, isolated peak that was fit in Gloeckler et al. (2010) but not labeled and is present at~56 amu/e, having 43% of the counts of SO + . It is not the smallest peak that they fit with a curve. Although not labeled as Fe + , in their Figure 4 , Gloeckler et al. (2010) drew a lognormal gaussian curve fit to it, suggesting that this unlabeled peak might have been treated as Fe + (see the footnote 1 on page 516 of Gloeckler et al. (2010) Table S10 in the supporting information). The puC + count rate drops off with heliocentric radial distance R H as R H
À1.53
, peaking at midlatitudes and dropping to its lowest values in the ecliptic plane (Gloeckler et al., 2010) . In this paper we do not address the inner source light ions puH + , puHe + , and puHe +2 , focusing solely on O + , C + , and Fe + . Gloeckler, Fisk, Geiss, et al. (2000) found the core solar wind as the most likely source of the inner source ions, compared to corotating interaction region (CIR) ions. Schwadron et al. (2002) suggested that Fe + (M/Q = 56 amu/e) might be an ISPUI component. With C and O being the dominant heavy elements in both populations, von find an average core solar wind elemental ratio C/O SW~0 .68 and Gloeckler et al. (2010) find an inner source elemental ratio C/O ISPUI~0 .51 (their Table 1 ), so there are important solar wind and ISPUI species abundance differences (see Table S10 in the supporting information) which likely depend on ISPUI production processes at the IDPs in the near-Sun region. The ISPUI are different from what we herein call the outer source pickup ions (OSPUI), which are derived from (1) interstellar pickup ions generated from the passage and ionization of interstellar gas interacting with the Sun on its way through the solar system and (2) the LCS ions created by the proposed interaction between the solar wind and interstellar dust from the Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt at 10-50 AU (Gloeckler & Geiss, 1998; Kallenbach et al., 2000; Möbius et al., 1985 (Gloeckler & Geiss, 1998) . OSPUI He + has maximum flux near~1 AU peaked in a focusing cone in the direction opposite to the incoming interstellar wind, with decreasing flux extending back to the Sun and out to the heliopause (Gloeckler et al., 2004 (Gloeckler & Geiss, 1998) . The ISPUI source produces ions observed at all distances out to at least~5 AU and all latitudes (Gloeckler & Geiss, 1998) . Given the lack of specific quantification of ISPUI Fe + in the literature, barring the above documented possible observation by Gloeckler et al. (2010) , we treat our derived estimates of ISPUI Fe + and Fe + / C + ISPUI + = 0.005 ± 0.005 as unverified upper limits.
Other Possible Suprathermal Ion Sources
Finally, solar flare ejections contain HCS Fe ions, mostly Fe~+ 10:+20 , with suprathermal high-energy tails up to~180-540 keV/nucleon (Gloeckler, 2003; Mewaldt et al., 2001; Möbius et al., 1999) . CIR ion populations also have an overall heavy ion elemental composition comparable to the solar wind (see Table 1 of Gloeckler, Fisk, Geiss, et al. (2000) and Table S10 in the supporting information). Both ion groups enter Earth's magnetosphere with the solar wind (Fujimoto et al., 1998; Terasawa et al., 1997) and their Fe charge exchanges with near-Earth particles down to lower Fe charge states. Equilibrium calculations for keV to several MeV energy solar origin Fe +12 at an L = 7 outer boundary diffusing into Earth's radiation belts by Spjeldvik et al. (2002) show that under equilibrium conditions, lower swFe charge states, e.g., swFe +1:+4 , predominate in the radiation belt at 100-1000 keV and higher swFe charge states, e.g., swFe +8:+12 , are most prevalent at several tens of MeV and higher. CIR and solar flare ions arrive from and constitute additional components of solar origin which are not as continuous as the solar wind but easily supply a range of very energetic ions to Earth's magnetosphere. Therefore, for simplicity, we initially consider them as a sporadic high-energy tail of the solar wind ions, because any Fe + contribution from them requires an amount of charge loss in Earth's magnetosphere. Alternatively, radiation belt particles contain 1-4 MeV/amu Fe, assumed singly charged (Mazur et al., 2000) , and these ions may scatter inelastically after interacting with Earth's thermosphere/exosphere, thus contributing to our measurements after highly nonelastic collisions. However, we are not aware that radiation belt particles can lose sufficient energy in collisions to become suprathermal energy ions. Spjeldvik (1979 Spjeldvik ( , 1996 discussed the entry, charge exchange, and presence of heavy ions in the inner magnetosphere. Beyond these studies, to our knowledge, prior to these works and ours, no other studies have endeavored to consider the charge exchange interactions of swFe in and/or interior to the ring current-plasmasphere region of the near-Earth magnetosphere. Magnetospheric neutral particle populations might also contribute to our measured Fe + , but outflow of these particles is not well characterized yet. Unlike thermal energy atomic and molecular populations whose intensity maximum can often help identify nearby charged and neutral particle sources, suprathermal ion intensities are often shaped by magnetospheric dynamics and ion acceleration is sometimes far from the origin. For example, ionospheric ions, once escaped from their low-altitude origins, can be accelerated at locations in the magnetotail by extant processes, such as current sheet acceleration, further increasing their energies and redistributing them globally. Consequently, suprathermal energy ions from various sources are often thoroughly mixed when measured.
Geotail measures Fe
+ , as well as energized ionospheric N + , O + , and MI + from~9 R E , usually well inside the magnetopause, to its apogee at~15 R E sunward of the bow shock (see Figure 1 for the Fe + observation locations The suprathermal ion composition spectrometer sensor, STICS, of the energetic particles and ion composition instrument. EPIC (particle experiment), on board the Geotail spacecraft, measures positive atomic and molecular ions . STICS uses energy per charge filtering followed by measurements of time of flight and, at higher energies, kinetic energy deposited in solid state detectors. In this study we primarily use higher-energy data from~36 to 237 keV/e, in which iron ion charge states' mass per charge (M/Q) and mass (M) are determined, using various thresholds for different purposes. Total kinetic energy, energy-per-charge, and time-of-flight measurements of individual ions are combined with various telescope parameters to generate pulse height analysis events (PHAs). On board, PHA events are used to calculate M and M/Q indices of each measured ion for counting rate classification and determination. A subset of all onboard PHAs are transmitted every 3 s with their associated counting rates. This study uses only these transmitted PHA measurements to broadly characterize the composition of suprathermal ion populations in and near Earth's magnetosphere, as long-term fluxes for the necessary species have not yet been determined, collected, and verified. After investigating Earth's distant magnetotail plasmas and magnetic fields from 1992 to 1994 (see, e.g., Eastman et al., 1998; Nishida, 1994; Nishida & Mukai, 2015) , Geotail was placed in an~9-30 R E ,~5.2 day, near-equatorial orbit (see Figure 1 ) in early 1995, where STICS has been used to investigate near-Earth phenomena (see, e.g., Christon et al., 2000 Christon et al., , 2002 Keika et al., 2004 Keika et al., , 2005 Nosé et al., 2009; Ono et al., 2009) , where it continues to operate to this day. Geotail's long-term orbit precession provides uniform spatial coverage of the near-Earth, near-equatorial plane.
We also use~3-167 keV/e data from the charge-energy-mass spectrometer, CHEMS, on the Cassini spacecraft (Krimigis et al., 2004) primarily for comparison with respect to spatial aspects of the interplanetary detection of Fe + and swFe. CHEMS and our CHEMS analysis procedures are described in Christon et al. (2013 Christon et al. ( , 2015 and . Additional detailed information for STICS and CHEMS is in Tables S1-S3 and S5-S7, respectively, in the supporting information. Cassini/CHEMS, Geotail/STICS, and their functionally identical sibling Wind/STICS (used by Posner et al. (2002) to detect suprathermal N + and O + up to~100 R E sunward of Earth) are functionally identical physically and practically, except for small differences in energy, M, and M/Q ranges. CHEMS is functionally separated into three telescopes and STICS into six telescopes using uniquely crafted microchannel plates. Cassini's Earth flyby was too brief to allow a dedicated in situ intercalibration of these two instruments. Data in the 3-167 keV/e range from Cassini's cruise to Saturn and in the~4-20 R S portion of Saturn's magnetosphere is used herein. For reference, the planet Saturn, with a radius ratio to Earth of~9.45 (see http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/planet_table_ratio.html), would occupy much of the near-Earth magnetosphere, to within~0.5 R E of Earth's nominal~10 R E subsolar magnetopause standoff location.
PHA Data Set
Color M versus M/Q survey spectrograms of the PHA data from both instruments, such as those shown in Figure 2 , are generated from raw PHA data files and used extensively in this study. These displays of the data allow the user to obtain both important general overall and specific detailed information about observed particle populations which is not readily elucidated from standard rate/flux line plot formats. (Larger versions of the Figure 2 plasma regime panels are in the supporting information.) Each analysis format has its strengths. The color bar in each spectrogram display is normalized to the data accumulation sample's peak-count pixel (which is colored black). When H + is included, it is usually the dominant ion, followed by He ions and then O + or O +6 . The Geotail/STICS data presented in Figure 2 have been visually reviewed at a daily sample cadence.
Daily production spectrograms of both instruments' data are routinely generated for instrument health assessment. Data for days with significant noise and/or signal anomalies, such as intervals with intense solar flare or geomagnetic-induced backgrounds, were removed from this analysis data set. This culling left 7427 daily files from 1995-060 to 2015-365 for use in this analysis. For this study, we obtain relevant ion species PHA counts in rectangular M versus M/Q boxes over 3 h intervals time synced to Kp geomagnetic index intervals for the mission duration, collecting sums for all times when STICS data was telemetered, deleting major gaps. Practically, this results in a total STICS database of about 60,000 3 h sums, distributed from~9 to~30 R E around the Earth. Geotail naturally spends more time per orbit at apogee than perigee as a result of normal orbit dynamics, allowing additional observation time near~30 R E both in the upstream foreshock solar wind and in the deep magnetotail. In order to assess the overall characteristics of the data set in this initial study, we have ordered Geotail locations by plasma regime in the geocentric solar ecliptic, GSE, coordinate system (see supporting information). STICS rate and PHA data are ordered by and collected onboard in three overall basic rate (BR) channels, BR0, BR1, and BR2 , whose M-M/Q basic ranges are shown in Figure S1 and listed Table S2 in the supporting information. Long-term basic rate and species rate PHA sums (for overall and major ions, respectively) are collected from the 1 day files. As a consequence of different instrumental energy thresholds, dissimilar particle energy distributions, telemetry constraints, and the onboard priority sampling scheme only approximate relative abundances of ion species in different basic rate ranges can be extracted directly from the displays in this paper. We show for reference, but do Several background noise/interference signals are evident and most easily identified for the more abundant species, such as diagonal streaks from lower left to the upper right emanating from some species, the pillar of counts at all M values above H + (M/Q~1 amu) in the magnetosphere (SPHERE, Figure 2c ), and a signature, likely accidental coincidences, near M~5 amu, M/Q~8 amu/e in all plasma regimes' data except the solar wind (SW/IM, Figure 2a ). Many of these background signals occur near perigee during geomagnetically active times and will be filtered out in later studies. Additionally, data collected during the 22.5°spacecraft spin sector when PHA and counting rate data for the previous spin is transmitted to the data processing unit is not used because of an engineering error. This sector is pointed~25°duskward of the Sun direction. Please note that the number of measured PHAs is shown in the figures and are not "livetime corrected," that is, the PHA counts are not corrected for livetime differences between the number of PHA counts and the various number of basic rate channel rate counts (which includes all measured ions), although since all N heavy-LCS ionospheric heavy basic rate boundary. All arguments relevant to the presence or absence of various ion species and/or their charge states can be and are made without the calculation of differential flux or number density, quantities which will be calculated and presented in future publications. Any arguments about the statistical significance of these ion species' observations depend on the observed ion species' particle counts presented in this paper not on the subsequently derived quantities such as differential flux or number density.
Near-Earth Plasma Regime Classification
Four broad plasma regime classifications are used to order STICS data with respect to location of observation in and near Earth's magnetosphere. They are the following: solar wind/interplanetary medium (SW/IM), magnetosheath (SHEATH), magnetosphere (SPHERE), and the somewhat emptier magnetospheric lobes (LOBE). We utilize the NASA Satellite Situation Center (SSC) Spacecraft Region Identification utility to classify and separate the data by their plasma regime identification scheme. The SSC utility identifies spacecraft regions visited by a spacecraft, using plasma and magnetic field data from the target spacecraft and other near-Earth spacecraft, as well as ground measurements (http://sscweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/users_guide/ssc_reg_doc.html).
The SSC provides a dynamic data-based prediction representation of the average state and morphology of Earth's three-dimensional magnetospheric shape in the time-varying solar wind utilizing available spacecraft measurements (including those from Geotail) of the solar wind speed (V sw ), density (N SW ), and direction and magnitude of the interplanetary magnetic field (B IMF ), in the OMNI data set (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov). For Geotail data, the SSC provides this spacecraft region identification in segments at a 12 min cadence. In Figure 2 , we do not include 3 h intervals that contain any 12 min subintervals identified as magnetospheric boundary layers. We only use intervals when Geotail was most likely to be solely inside one of the four broad plasma regime classes noted above during each 12 min subinterval. In order to present certain arguments in subsequent analysis in this and later publications, we vary the energy, spatial, and/or species ranges used; however, Figure 2 presents the clearest, most general, yet focused data presentation with respect to location variations of the Fe data. In and around Earth's magnetosphere, these plasma regimes can have local observation intervals as short as several minutes in some locations, while at other times and/or locations, one plasma regime can be sampled continuously on the order of many hours to a day or so, depending on the plasma regime and the spacecraft location (for a detailed plasma regime analysis of the deep tail phase of the Geotail mission, see Eastman et al. (1998) and . The overall plasma regimes chosen for this investigation are a superset of the SSC region identification classifications (see Figure 1 and Table S8 for details of the regime assignments in the supporting information). Our SW/IM, SHEATH, and LOBE regimes are the same as the SSC's regions of the same name. Our SPHERE regime contains the SSC's dayside magnetosphere, nightside magnetosphere, and plasma sheet regions. Figure S13 compares our regime assignments to Geotail key parameter data for two sample orbits. This model-based regime
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identification is not perfect, but the most important aspect of our adopted procedure is that the SW/IM and SPHERE regimes are clearly separated, with boundary and overlapped/mixed region intervals possibly excluded, by utilizing the service developed by NASA and applied to all near-Earth spacecraft at the SSC.
Herein, we identify data as being in a specific regime where all SSC identifications within a 3 h interval are only locations classified as being in the same plasma regime. This excludes any intervals in which even one 12 min segment is not in the same regime as the other segments in the 3 h interval. We are left with a simple, straightforward, and clear classification method by imposing this restriction, focusing on observations obtained in distinct environments which may have readily identifiable and significant differences resulting from the plasma regime differences. This is especially important in the interplanetary (SW/IM) intervals in order to detect escaped magnetospheric origin ions. We found that looser plasma regime identification criterion restrictions did not ensure sufficient regime separation. We checked the magnetospheric contamination of the SW/IM data set to ensure that SW/IM data was not contaminated by proximity to the bow shock by collecting a restricted subset of SW/IM data at X GSE > 20 R E , a distance >5 R E sunward of the nominal subsolar bow shock apex. Figure S4 in the supporting information compares observations selected at X GSE > 20 R E (purposefully~5 R E sunward of the nominal bow shock's local influence) to the overall randomly collected SW/IM data set. Color spectrograms in Figure 2 show~21 years of 87-212 keV/e ion composition obtained from 1995-060, start of the first 9 × 30 R E near-Earth orbit, proceeding continuously to 2015-365. The plasma regime sorted data are presented in the following order: SW/IM, SHEATH, SPHERE, and LOBE. Ions from both the ionosphere and the solar wind are apparent in all four regimes. M/Q values of Fe +1:+6 in our instrument are identified by small triangles at the top axes in Figure 2 . Heavy ion species relevant to this analysis are labeled in black, several other possible species are labeled in gray, and light ions are unlabeled. Histograms in the lower right-hand corner of the spectrograms show all PHA events at M/Q ≥ 10.8 amu/e, data which are in a single basic rate classification, BR1, and share the same livetime in each instrument collection cycle. These histogram data can therefore be separated, selected, and directly intercompared in order to estimate rough composition ratios, such as Fe
While all ion species and all four plasma regimes are shown, the main focus of this study is primarily on similarities of and differences between the SPHERE and SW/IM data relevant to observation of Fe + , swFe, and swFe charge exchange secondaries. Below, we address the regimes, SPHERE, SW/IM, SHEATH, and LOBE, in order of importance to understanding the possible origin of Fe + . Fe + is distinctly evident and identifiable in each plasma regime.
While relatively weak, the Fe + signal is distinct and statistically significant in all regions except the LOBE, where it is almost absent. The SPHERE data selection, Figure 2c , at Earth is analogous to our data selection for Saturn's magnetosphere (Christon et al., 2015) , containing the magnetotail plasma sheet, quasi-trapping region (Christon, Hamilton, et al., 1994) , main phase ring current (Andreeva & Tsyganenko, 2016; Daglis et al., 1999; Le et al., 2004) , and other near-Earth locations. For ions with M ≥ 10 (mostly the upper half of the panels), relatively more charge exchange secondaries (e.g., for swFe these are Fe +3:+6 ) appear in the SPHERE than in any other regime because the interacting/sourcing neutral particle populations for the secondaries are strongest in the SPHERE. While Fe +3:+6 are clearly present in the SPHERE at~87-212 keV/e, at slightly lower instrument energy channels,~56-87 keV/e, where one needs to make comparisons, there are significant instrumental backgrounds which make critical intercomparisons impossible for Fe +4 and Figure 2c ), although the histogram shows a slight, statistically insignificant feature near~45 amu/e.
The SW/IM Fe + signal in Figure 2a is distinct and statistically significant. Only trace amounts of swFe charge exchange secondaries are suggested in SW/IM data compared to SPHERE data and may be just separable from random background ( Figure S4 in (Gerding et al., 2001; Plane et al., 2016) . The ions observed at our energies may result from energization in the magnetotail, at the polar cusps, or near the bow shock, or a combination thereof.
The Fe + signal is weakest in the LOBE and strongest in the SW/IM. These two extremes are possibly related to the time spent in each regime, so we must consider the Fe + sum to that of other species in each regime for a more meaningful comparison. The swFe primaries are present in all regimes, but the swFe secondaries clearly present in the SPHERE and somewhat less evident in the LOBE and probably the SHEATH, but in the SW/IM, swFe secondaries are close to, if not consistent with, the general SWIM background level. Solar wind O and C secondaries are present, but at low levels close to background, outside the SPHERE. Taking a rough ratio of sums over the Fe + , O + , and MI + peaks in the four plasma regime histograms (see dashed boxes in Figure 2 histograms) results in the following, ratios with respect to O + (see Table S9b Figure 3 , result in a near-significant sample T statistic of 2.34, where the critical values of the Welch T statistic, 1.96, 2.58, and 3.29, separate ranges in which the difference between two means is insignificant, just significant, significant, or highly significant, respectively, and the population variances are unknown (Mack, 1975) . Alternately, addressing the apparent clustering of the Fe + data, averages over the two apparent low-F 10.7 and high-F 10.7 Fe + clusters in Figure 3b are significantly different statistically (see Figure S12 in the supporting information), irrespective of whether or how one combines the three most egregious outliers from 2009 to 2012.5 noted in Figure 3b . Thus, evidence currently extracted from these data suggests that the average number of Fe + counts is positively associated with both average Kp and F 10.7 , but the dependence on F 10.7 is weaker overall, although one cannot rule out some amount of cross correlation between F 10.7 and Kp (see Figure S3c in the supporting information).
The overall solar cycle dependence of Fe + is consistent with both the Fe + being more likely to escape a heated ionosphere at solar maximum and/or enhanced supplies of HCS swFe and/or ISPUI brought to the magnetosphere by higher speed solar origin flows from near solar maximum through the declining phase of the solar cycle, where the increased Kp during the declining phase of F 10.7 is the well-known effect of high-speed solar wind streams and their associated CIRs on the magnetosphere.) Investigating geomagnetic correlation further, we plot in Figure 4 averages in the SW/IM as those counted in the SPHERE, 124 and 130 PHAs, respectively. This happens because Geotail spends~53% more time in the SW/IM than in the SPHERE, mostly at apogee (see Figure 1 ).
Suprathermal Ionospheric Origin Fe +
We now seek to answer the question: Can one find intervals when ioFe, and neither swFe nor puFe, is the obvious Fe + source? If there are such intervals, do they represent a significant portion of the data set? (Figure 2a ) swC has charge states 6 ≥ Q C ≥ 4, and swC +4:+6 gains two to four electrons to produce the C +2 observed in the SPHERE (Figure 2c) and analyzed previously (see Figure S3 and discussion in Christon, Hamilton, et al. (1994) . In the present (Christon, Hamilton, et al., 1994; Gloeckler & Hamilton, 1987) (Geiss & Young, 1981) . On the other hand, the solar wind Mg-Si-S group, dominated by swSi (Ko et al., 2014) which are also times of lower geomagnetic disturbance levels on the average (see Figure 4) . Figure 5a is a color spectrogram of all heavy ion PHAs measured in the 56-212 keV/e E/Q range on the 37 orbit segments (Figure 5b ). Figure 5c shows that the Kp and solar wind speed, V sw , dependences of the selected orbits appear typical of the overall moderate to average Kp and nominal V sw distributions of the full data set and do not represent a sample of atypically low Kp values. The Kp range 0 ≤ Kp ≤ 4 includes a dominant portion of all Fe + times in Figure 5a , the selected orbit segments, and of all Fe + times not in the SW/IM from 1995 to 2015, histograms 4Cd and 4Cb, respectively. In Figure 5a a heavy bordered box is drawn to identify a conservative collection region in which the mass range contains most Fe ions that we will call "prime" Fe ions. Gray vertical lines are drawn to separate Fe charge states and a few regions of random background. The number of prime PHA counts for relevant Fe charge states is given in red above Figure 5a , and counts in several background boxes are given in black below the charge state numbers. The deflection voltage (DV) energy step range threshold was decreased to~56 keV/e in order to detect as many swFe +2:+5 ions as possible which might charge exchange into Fe + ions in STICS's nominal energy step configuration (see, e.g., Table S4 ). The energy range of data in Figure 5 Figure 2c ), respectively. The most important selection criterion is that the data for Figure 5 must include times of lower MI + flux, which presents a weaker background than either N + or O + and, therefore, is easier to work around. Those readers wishing to bypass further details of our selection process and continue with the data analysis should proceed to the next paragraph. We include from 24 to 47 h prior to, and the hour of, Fe + observation. That is, the selected orbit segments (Figure 5b ) consist of the full day prior to the day of the Fe + observation and the day of the Fe + observation up to and including the hour of the Fe + observation, resulting in 25-48 h orbit segments. In several cases two Fe + are observed in less than 24 h, so that a longer interval containing both Fe + observations and the 24 h before the first Fe + observation is used. We note that any core solar wind and/or solar wind transported pickup ions entering Earth's magnetosphere during any level of geomagnetic activity are likely to be energized to suprathermal energies (~100 keV/e) as are eV energy ionospheric ions, either at the cusp (Chen & Fritz, 2001; Fritz et al., 2003) or in Earth's magnetotail (Christon, Hamilton, et al., 1994 , Christon, Cohen, et al., 1998 by current sheet acceleration and adiabatic acceleration by earthward radial transport while conserving the first and second adiabatic invariants (Christon, Hamilton, et al., 1994) . Charge loss processes from swFe +≥7 down to swFe +6:+1 (+6 ≥ Q Fe ≥ +1) will occur in the Journal of Geophysical Research: Space Physics
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near-Earth magnetosphere where the exospheric hydrogen density, N H , is spatially asymmetric and temporally variable out to at least~8 R E , as recently determined by Zoennchen et al. (2015) (see, e.g., Figure S5 in the supporting information) and Gruntman (2011, 2013) . Charge loss can occur at variable rates and is not readily evaluated, given (1) a spatially variable ≤5-20% nightside N H peak at R <~6.75 R E and (2) the exosphere's overall order of~2 (±15%) N H variations over a solar cycle (see Zoennchen et al., 2015, Figures 11 and 14) and (3)~0.3-1.3 day-long N H increases of~6-16% at~3-8 R E during intense geomagnetic storms (Bailey & Gruntman, 2013) .
Figure 5b orbit segments contain a total of 42 Fe + PHAs, which are about a quarter (~26%) of the 162 Fe + measured inside the SPHERE and SHEATH (see Table S9 ). count sample. We are not aware of any comprehensive observational or theoretical determinations of swFe charge exchange secondary ratios in Earth's~7-10 R E magnetosphere. Therefore, while remembering that Fe +6 is very rare in the solar wind (see Figure 2a) , as a third complementary argument one may roughly estimate the number of Fe +1 from the swFe +6:+7 data by considering charge exchange estimates based solely on the observed ratio of swFe +6 to swFe +7 . Note also that the following comparison represents a lower limit for Fe +1 because the livetime correction for the~50% of swFe +5 PHAs from BR1 in Figure 5 intervals would be greater than the livetime correction for the~50% of swFe +5 BR0 PHAs (refer to instrument discussion in section 2.2). Using the ratio of prime swFe ions, Fe +6 /Fe +7 (72/286~0.25), as representative of losses at each charge exchange step, from Q = +6 down to Q = +1, one would find ≤1 prime swFe +1 . Alternatively, using the ratio of prime Fe +5 /Fe +6 (44/72~0.61) as representative, one would find~6 prime swFe +1 ions. These two estimates are much lower than both the 35 observed prime Fe +1 and the 12 possible prime Fe +2 measured.
These estimates, based merely on our measurements, would allow the possibility of several swFe +1 in the observations. Nevertheless, based on the first two, more solidly statistical arguments, we conclude that these Fe + ions are highly unlikely to derive from the HCS swFe at these times, given the lack of any indication of an orderly progression of charge state secondaries downward from the HCS swFe +7:+14 source. The third argument above is also consistent with this conclusion. Figure 5 data for puC + , one of the two principal, most abundant inner source ions, which we use as a possibly more easily detected proxy for puFe + . Given its several tens of keV threshold for detecting C + in triple coincidence PHAs, it is unlikely that STICS can make this determination, and consequently, as might be expected, Figure 5a shows no detected C + in our 37-orbit PHA sample of SW/IM, SHEATH, and SPHERE samples. Figure 5c inset shows that average V sw of the 37 orbit segments is~440 km/s, and the STICS response to puC + and puFe + is, as expected, negligible. At lower solar wind speeds, ISPUI ions are not energetic enough for STICS to detect them (see supporting information Figures S8 and S9a). However, ISPUI species possibly energized at Earth's bow shock (e.g., Oka et al., 2002) , in near-Earth turbulence and/or in Earth's magnetosphere when and if they enter with core solar wind ions (see e.g., Fujimoto et al., 1998; Terasawa et al., 1997) , should be further accelerated in Earth's magnetosphere. Regardless, STICS does not detect ISPUI C + during the select orbit segments. Background instrumental interference during higher geomagnetic activity intervals makes C + analysis with STICS difficult.
In order to work around this, we enlist Cassini/CHEMS, an instrument functionally identical to STICS, but with a factor of~3 lower deflection energy threshold, to better detect puC + at suprathermal energies (see Figures   S8 and S9b). Figure 6a shows Cassini CHEMS interplanetary inner heliosphere data at~0.7-1.3 AU in 1999, excluding the 3 h within~15 R E of Earth during its flyby (~0330 UT, 1999-230, see Figure S10a in the supporting information), an interval in which it is difficult to remove spurious background signals from the CHEMS data. Note that all measurement energies are used in Figure 6 for both instruments. CHEMS measured Earth associated fluxes on the day of Earth flyby and for a day or so afterward. Little data were obtained before Earth flyby; CHEMS became fully operational the day before Earth flyby. The solar wind speed, V sw, increased from~500 km/s just before closest approach to~700 km/s about a day after Earth flyby, averaging 610.5 km/s (see Figure S10b in the supporting information). The dashed arrow in Figure 6a points to likely puC + measured by CHEMS during Earth flyby. Note that puN + and puO + from the high-energy tail of the inner source would be indistinguishable from Earth's ioN + and ioO + . Of the~26 likely C + PHAs measured, 20 were measured on day 1999-230 after the flyby during the high-speed stream and 6 were measured later, beyond Earth orbit. High V sw in that stream increased the possibility that CHEMS would detect puC + , and, apparently, it did. While puFe + should be more readily detected by CHEMS than puC + , that is, a heavier ion traveling at the same speed (see supporting information Figures S8 and S9 ), CHEMS detected no Fe + during 1999. On the other hand, Geotail/STICS measured 2 Fe + and no C + during the full 1999 Cassini Earth flyby interval, days 229 to 257, although, it is a simple matter to find numerous 28 day intervals when Geotail/STICS measures no Fe + .
CHEMS's small puC + sample allows us to roughly estimate the ratio puFe + /puC + ≤~0.04 ± 0.04, but it is much higher and less relevant than the long-term informal upper limit, Fe + /C +~0 .005 ± 0.005 taken from data in Gloeckler et al. (2010) (see supporting information Table S10 ). With V sw ≥~610 km/s after Earth flyby, CHEMS should have readily detected all inner source ion species fairly close to their density peaks, with the heavier ions detected more easily. While puC + may be accelerated in Earth's magnetosphere, it was not readily measured by AMPTE/CCE/CHEM over an~4 month interval (see e.g., Figure S3 and ) and does not appear to attain energies high enough for STICS to reliably detect it in the magnetosphere at moderate to low geomagnetic activity levels ( Figure 5a ).
Figures 6c and 6d compare long-term magnetospheric measurements at Saturn from Cassini (~11.5 years at 4-20 R S ) and Earth from Geotail (~21 years at~9-30 R E ), respectively. At Saturn, the low observation latitude constraints of CHEMS' earlier studies are relaxed (Christon et al., 2013 (Christon et al., , 2015 and include all magnetospheric data within 20 R S . At Earth, we include SPHERE, LOBE, and mixtures of the two for a generally comparable sampling of regimes at the two planets. The dashed box drawn at the M/Q range of C + over both panels highlights the fact that while a low-energy signature of Saturn's locally produced C + is present, no comparably extended C + signature (similar also to the weak puC + signal in Figure 6a ) can presently be discerned at Earth as a result of strong ioN + spillover and extant instrumental background (Gloeckler & Geiss, 1998) . PHAs measured in and near the Fe + region in Figure 6b are consistent with nearby background levels. In contrast, the Ulysses spacecraft discovered inner source puC + and puO + on its way to its Jupiter flyby at~5 AU.
The CHEMS data from~2.7 to~9 AU in Figure 6b reveal neither C + nor Fe + above background, an interval of 4.5 years. CHEMS detected Jovian S + signatures from~3 months before until~11 months after Jupiter flyby, but CHEMS did not detect Saturn-origin ions until, possibly, the day before the first Saturn encounter. We presume this resulted from the highly structured B IMF average direction at~9 AU, approximately normal to the heliocentric radial near the ecliptic plane, effectively directing most Saturn escaping particles away from Cassini's approach direction. However, CHEMS detected no Fe + in interplanetary space.
It is notable that Cassini/CHEMS did not detect Fe + at or near Jupiter (Figure 6b ) where IDP metal layers are predicted (Kim et al., 2001) The suprathermal HCS Mg-Si-S group, moderately strong at Earth, is also much weaker at Saturn. Noting the two very different solar wind environments at these planets, if swFe were a principal source of Earth's Fe + , one might expect a stronger Fe + signal at Earth.
Considering Figures 5a and 6d , we found the Fe + and swFe secondary signal strengths in Figure 5a to be comparable at low to moderate geomagnetic activity; for example, the relative Fe + -to-Fe +5 signal in Figure 5a is 1 to~1.25 (i.e., 1 < Fe + /Fe +5 < 1.25). With the inclusion of the high geomagnetic activity intervals in Figure 6d , if swFe ions were a significant Fe + source in the magnetosphere, one might anticipate a stronger Fe + -to-Fe +5 relative signal than the observed 1 to~30 ratio, i.e., Fe + /Fe +5~0 .02 (see Figure 6e ).
Finally, as mentioned above, Gilbert et al. (2012) reported swFe +2 in cold filament plasma embedded in CME solar wind events. Cold plasma is outside STICS' energy range. Nevertheless, we examined STICS suprathermal data on the days of and just after the Gilbert et al. (2012) Observations shown in Figure 3 strongly support an ionospheric origin interpretation of suprathermal Fe + .
The strong Fe + and O + decrease during the prolonged solar cycle 23-24 activity minimum and subsequent recovery appear to be temporally related. The solar cycle 23-24 minimum was much longer than expected and the thermosphere densities and temperatures were anomalously lower than during the several, most recent, previous solar cycles (Emmert et al., 2010 (Emmert et al., , 2014 . Although a detailed discussion of long-term solar control of thermospheric particles and chemistry is beyond the scope of this paper, the sum of a few known facts suggest that ionospheric Fe + from the metal layers might be expected to exhibit a solar cycle variation. Plasma density (Liu et al., 2007) and upward ion flux in ion upflow events at >300 km altitude (Ogawa et al., 2010) are highest during solar maximum. Although no solar cycle dependent Fe + or Fe layer height variation is evident at ≤110-120 km (see, e.g., Dawkins et al., 2016) , any Fe + at higher altitudes escaped from the metal layer should participate in extant particle dynamics.
The known thermospheric density decrease at solar minima should result in fewer ionospheric particles escaping. Thermosphere/ionosphere density, temperature, and ion composition variations should naturally result in a solar cycle Fe + upflow/outflow variation similar to that of principal ionospheric species that Fe + chemistry involves, such as O + and N + . We have drawn a simple sketch summarizing several important aspects relevant to a possible solar cycle effect in ionosphere/thermosphere Fe + concentration in Figure   S11 in the supporting information; however, a fuller discussion of Fe + upflow/outflow is deferred to a future, dedicated publication.
The present analysis has allowed us to define and address the Fe + source question in a portion of the Although much general information results from the present analysis, various aspects of these data cannot readily be explained with the sum of existing observations, such as the abundance of ionospheric MI + and Fe + in our strict foreshock selection data. Several in situ studies have shown that ionospheric origin ions are a transient, yet persistent feature of the upstream region out to at least~100-200 R E sunward of Earth and possibly beyond (e.g., Christon et al., 2000; Keika et al., 2004; Kronberg et al., 2011; Möbius et al., 1986; Posner et al., 2002) . Recent studies from multispacecraft missions (e.g., Burch & Phan, 2016; Cassak & Fuselier, 2015; Dunlop et al., 2011; Fuselier et al., 2012; Trattner et al., 2016) show that magnetopause reconnection likely plays a large role in the ionospheric ion presence in the subsolar magnetosheath, with the furthest observations of magnetospheric particles related to heliocentric radial aligned interplanetary magnetic field directions (see Kronberg et al., 2011; Posner et al., 2002 , and references therein).
Interplanetary magnetic field and solar wind velocity components have typical spatial correlation lengths of~0.5-2 × 10 6 km (~78-313 R E ) except for the radial component of V sw and |B IMF |, ranging from 2-7 × 10 6 km (~313 to~1100 R E ) (Wicks et al., 2010) , so that sufficiently energetic particles can propagate upstream to the locations observed herein and further upstream at L1 in other studies. Geotail routinely detects O + , N + , MI + , and Fe + beyond the bow shock, ions originating primarily in Earth's ionosphere which have gyroradii slightly larger but generally comparable to those of the swFe secondaries. If the charge exchanged swFe secondaries observed equatorially in the SPHERE escape with and in the same manner as any equatorial Fe + , such as through the dayside magnetopause where their gyroradii should be on the order of >0.5 R E (see Table S7 and Figure S7 ), the swFe secondaries should also be observed in the SHEATH with strengths relative to Fe + comparable to those observed in the SPHERE. (Figure 2 and Table S9b ), suggesting comparable overall escape scenarios and/or paths. Likewise, the same swFe secondary strengths relative to Fe + should be expected at and upstream of the bow shock (see Figure 2 and Figure S4 in Nilsson et al. (2004) for their excellent introduction and analysis of these outflowing ions. This, coupled with the nominal several hundred Earth radii correlation length noted above, should provide adequate access to upstream regions to explain the observations highlighted in this study. Although suprathermal magnetospheric ions can readily escape through Earth's magnetopause into the magnetosheath Westlake et al., 2016) , to our knowledge, the proportion of lower energy ionospheric ion or neutral outflow by various exit paths into the foreshock region relative to that transported into Earth's magnetosphere has not yet been quantified (Nilsson et al., 2012 (Nilsson et al., , 2013 . It may be none or it may be sufficient to account for a portion of the observed upstream suprathermal ions. Various aspects of the above topics will be addressed after all species fluxes have been determined.
Concluding Remarks
We have discovered and investigated measurements of a rare ion, Fe + , in and around Earth's magneto- particles. This is similar to the process that apparently occurs at Saturn, a much larger magnetosphere. We conclude that ionospheric outflow of Fe + from dust-ionosphere interaction processes probably occurs naturally at both planets and that outflow is the likely origin of suprathermal Fe + in the magnetospheres of both planets.
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